5262A-(WH or BG) 1 inch Nail-fin or 5262B-(WH or BG) 1.375 inch Nail-fin
3 Track Frame

15079-(WH or BG)
Paintable Jamb Pocket Cover (Qty. 2 for Header) (Qty. 4 for Jambs)

33291
Nexus Keeper Standard

10 x 3 1/2 FHP Tek Yellow
3750 Keeper 5/Screw Kit

S1584NHRUB132X31
Multislide Bumper

P10387-BZ
Aluminum Roller Trk BRZ

P10390-CLR
Interior Threshold Clear or P10390-BZ Interior Threshold BRZ

P10389-CLR
Exterior Threshold Clear or P10389-BZ Exterior Threshold BRZ

5264-WH-8
Panel Support 8 inch pc

S1584NHRUB132X31
Multislide Bumper

P10387-BZ
Aluminum Roller Trk BRZ

W646000-WH
Multi Slide Weep Hole Cover - White or W646000-TN Multi Slide Weep Hole Cover - Beige

Fixed Panel 5/16 in Shim 1.75 x 4 - 1/4 Foamboard

Notes:

File name: 2750 & 3750 3 Track Frame Parts
Layout: Frame Parts List

Date: 20181114

Drawn by: J Johnson
Header
52G2A-(WH or BG) 1 inch Nail-fin
or
52G2B-(WH or BG) 1.375 inch Nail-fin
3 Track Frame

KD Nail-Fin Corner 1 in
or
KD Nail-Fin Corner 1.375 in

KDNF1

Left Side jamb
52G2A-(WH or BG) 1 inch Nail-fin
or
52G2B-(WH or BG) 1.375 inch Nail-fin
3 Track Frame

3T Gasket
3 Track KD Frame Gasket

Right Side jamb
52G2A-(WH or BG) 1 inch Nail-fin
3 Track Frame
or
52G2B-(WH or BG) 1.375 inch Nail-fin
3 Track Frame

3T 1.0 NF Left
3 Track KD 1 in Seal Tape Left
or
3 Track KD 1.375 in Seal Tape Left

52G2A-(WH or BG) 1 inch Nail-fin
or
52G2B-(WH or BG) 1.375 inch Nail-fin
3 Track Frame

8 x 2 1/2" PHP/PHR, WH Yellow
3 x 4 Track KD Frame 32/5 Screw Kit

3T 1.0 NF Right
3 Track KD 1 in Seal Tape Right
or
3T 1.375 NF Right
3 Track KD 1.375 in Seal Tape Right

*Door as viewed from the exterior
*Tags shown as:
- Open Janela Stock Code
- Open Janela Description

Project: 2750 F 3750 3 Track KD Frame
File name: 2750 F 3750 3 Track KD Frame
Date: 20181120
Notes:
Layout: KD Frame
Drawn by: J Johnson
40.90.32.100.1
Signature SGD Handle WHT
or
40.90.BK.100
Signature SGD Handle BLK
or
40.90.JA.100
Signature SGD Handle BR5
or
40.90.53.100
Signature SGD Handle BC

5254-(WH or BG)
3.75 Door Sash

5260-(WH or BG)
Euro Groove Cap

13326
Nexus Lock with Recessed Faceplate

40.84.32.311.1
Multislide Handle No Key XO WhT
or
40.84.02.311.1
Multislide Handle No Key XO BLK
or
40.84.33.311.1
Multislide Handle No Key XO BC

5260-(WH or BG)
Euro Groove Cap

5259-(WH or BG)
Applied Interlock

38HP-WH
3/8 Hold Plugs 30/Bag WHT

Applied Weather Strip

554640D3PA-B
Multislide Roller

6 x 1/8" FHP Tek SS
Reinforcement Screws

*Silicone caulking is used in the installation of the applied interlock to the sash.

Project: 3750 - Exploded Interlock Assembly
Date: 20200625
Notes: Primary X Panel
Layout: Primary X Panel
Drawn by: J Johnson
**Tags shown as:**
- Open Janela Stock Code
- Open Janela Description

**554-Wh**
Multi Slide Panel Stop w/ 8x1 FHP SS WHT
(Used with Signature Series Hardware)

1/2" Installation location as view from the interior side of the panel

**6 x 1/2" FHP Tek SS**
Reinforcement Screws

**5260-(WH or BG)**
Euro Groove Cap

**5254-(WH or BG)**
3.75 Door Sash

**5259-(WH or BG)**
Applied Interlock

**3/8HP-WH**
3/8 Hole Plugs 30/Bag WHT

**Applied Weather Strip**

**554G40DSPA-B**
Multislde Roller

*Silicone caulking is used in the installation of the applied interlock to the sash.*
6 x 1/4" PHP Tek 55
Reinforcement Screws

5260-(WH or BG)
Euro Groove

5259-(WH or BG)
Applied Interlock

Applied Weather Strip

*Silicone caulk is used in the installation of the applied interlock to the sash.
*Tags shown as:
- Open Janela Stock Code
- Open Janela Description

*Silicone Caulking is used when installing the I.G.

---

5254-(WH or BG)
3.75' Door Sash

5257-(WH or BG)
0.875 Glazing Bead

---

40.84.32.31.1.1
Multislide Handle No Key XO WHT
or
40.84.02.31.1.1
Multislide Handle No Key XO BLK
or
40.84.33.31.1.1
Multislide Handle No Key XO BC

---

40.90.32.100.1
Signature SGD Handle WHT
or
40.90.BK.100
Signature SGD Handle BLK
or
40.90.JA.100
Signatures SGD Handle BR5

---

554640DSPA-B
Multislide Roller

---

12BO00-00127 12 x .875 x 4 Blk PVC Plain
1/8x7/8x4 setting block

---

38HP-WH
3/8 Hole Plugs 30/Bag WHT